LobbysignSlim
Standing Displays – Extended

standing out

LobbysignSlim
The LobbysignSlim is at the forefront of digital
signage, combining visual high technology,
contemporary elegance and portability. Its design,
impact and ease of use are the essential qualities
that make the LobbysignSlim an invaluable tool for
businesses and organisations to communicate and
inform.

Slim 43 Specifications
Display dimensions H 1830mm x W 635mm x D 45mm
Base dimensions
W 635mm x D 420mm
Weight
53kg (with pc 57kg)

Screen Impact
The LobbysignSlim LCD screen gives unique impact
to all kinds of information and images displayed. The
“Portrait” format of the screen inside the housing,
by its nature, draws peoples’ attention and makes
reading and viewing images appealing.

Panel type
Housing
Op temp
Power
Media Player USB
PC Version

Bespoke and dynamic sequences of pages appear
with text either on coloured backgrounds or
blended with any choice of images. Whether it be
notices, messages, announcements or events, the
LobbysignSlim is hard to ignore.

LG 43 inch
Painted Aluminium (Black or White)
-5 - 50 °C
220v - max 60w - with pc max 90w
Image format: JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF.
Video format: MPEG, AVI, MP4, MOV
Windows 10, custom Lobbysign 		
software
Image: JPEG Video: MPEG, AVI

Unique Appearance
The Lobbysign’s sleek and professional design gives
the best first impression in both contemporary and
traditional locations. The powder painted neutral
surround provides a clean background to give
maximum effect to the illuminated screen.

LobbysignSlim with Plug and Play
or Inbuilt Computer
The LobbysignSlim with a “plug and play” media
player enables a sequence of pre-prepared images,
text and videos to be displayed, simply by inserting
a memory stick.
Alternatively, the inbuilt computer (pc or android)
ensures users can enter and modify messages
simply and easily via hand held keyboard or over the
network.

Technology and Service
The LobbysignSlim requires no regular maintenance
and is highly durable and reliable thanks to the use
of top grade components. Technological piece
of mind is ensured by Brackenbury’s professional
back-up team, with its quick response, expertise and
unrivalled after-sales service.

Brackenbury Electronics Ltd
Wilditch Centre
48 Culvert Road
London SW11 5BB
United Kingdom

T 020 7736 6747
F 020 7223 4817
E info@lobby-sign.co.uk
W lobby-sign.co.uk

Slim 50 Specifications
Display dimensions H 1900mm x W 757mm x D 50mm
Base dimensions
W 757mm x D 450mm
Weight
60kg (with pc 63kg)
Panel type
Housing
Op temp
Power
Sound
Media Player USB
PC Version

LG 50 inch
Painted Aluminium (Black or White)
-5 - 50 °C
220v - max 60w - with pc max 90w
2x Stereo Speakers
Image format: JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF.
Video format: MPEG, AVI, MP4, MOV
Windows 10, custom Lobbysign 		
software
Image: JPEG Video: MPEG, AVI

